Abstract. The paper presents our recent work on the acoustic and physiological feature analysis of affective speech. An affective speech corpus is first built up. It contains passages read in neutral state and ten typical affective states selected in Pleasure Arousal Dominance (PAD) space. Physiological data, including electrocardiogram, respiration, electro dermal data, and finger pulse, are also collected synchronized with speech. Then based on the corpus, the relationship between affective states and acoustic\physiological features is studied through correlation analysis and co-clustering analysis. The analysis results show that most acoustic features and physiological features are significantly correlated with the arousal dimension, whereas only respiration features are more correlated with the pleasure dimension.
Introduction
Affective computing refers to computing that relates to, arises from, or deliberately influences emotions [1] , especially in human computer interaction. Giving a computer the ability to recognize and express emotion in speech is one of the most appealing demands in speech recognition and synthesis technologies. It makes the humancomputer interaction much more interesting and convenient. The modeling of affective speech needs the support of good data, both in quantity and in quality, that is, affective speech corpus. During corpus building, the conflict between naturalness and control could never be survivable. However, weighing those two aspects according to specific research target to decide what to collect and how, will be the right way out. The ESP corpus in Japan aims for 250 hours of spontaneous speech, and the total is 1000 hours [2] . And interesting spontaneous speech tone modes are found, which may benefit the expressive speech synthesis, especially for dialog systems, smartly.
In China, research on affective speech has been paid more and more attention in recent years, but still needs more. Our project of research on affective computing theories and methods started up in year 2004.
For affective speech modeling in the 3_dimension PAD emotion space, via which the synthesis of speech with any emotion, and the free conversion between emotions will be achieved, a corpus is designed and implemented first. The script is in passages, including sentences across emotions. The speech data is uttered by 20 persons.
Psychological and physiological activities are thought to be closely interconnected. Physiological data may reflect emotional states that can not be observed by human eyes or ears [1] , so it is collected as well as speech.
Given the data, the first work for us to do is extracting and analysis of features. Statistical results of 16 acoustic and physiological features and the correlation between features and PAD dimensions show that features are likely to be relative to different aspects of emotional states. And furthermore, co-clustering analysis gets a result of three stable groups of features. Affective speech modeling in this 3D space is fairly promising.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the design of corpus, including design of emotion description and design of text script. Section 3 illustrates the corpus implement procedure and the data we get. Then in section 4, we extract the acoustic and physiological features, and take statistics. Before concluded with discussions in section 6, co-cluster analysis is also carried out in section 5.
Corpus design
Corpus design often refers to the design of text script for the speakers to utter. The design of description for emotional states is also very important. In this section we will focus on those two key stages, and show the details.
Description of emotion states
Emotion states can be described in either categories or dimensions [1] . In China, 5 basic emotional categories is mostly used: anger, fear, joy, sorrow, and surprise [3] . Other researchers refer to continuous dimensions to illustrate more emotions and relations. Two dimensions are widely agreed on: "arousal", and "valence". Yet, they cannot distinguish all the basic emotions, e.g. fear and anger.
We choose PAD space [4] to be the base of our descript system which is getting increasing applications in many fields of humancomputer interaction [5] . The three dimensions are pleasure (P), arousal (A), and dominance (D). The dominance dimension can help to distinguish emotions such as fear and anger. Actually, it can be really helpful in research on affective speech, because speaking style vary greatly, depending upon who we are speaking to. Furthermore, it is a quantified model so that can distinguish all emotion states in theory. Feature analysis can be much more convenient too. Reliable and valid measure method is offered. And its Chinese Version is also developed [6] . We choose ten typical emotions that are commonly used in affective computing and everyday life. As shown in Table 1 , they are distributed uniformly within the eight quadrants of the PAD space. 
Text Script
Although emotion in broadcast/TV clips and everyday talks are thought to be more natural, our research on affective speech conversion and synthesis requires the speech data to be under strict design and control. So the form of speech is designed as reading/recite of text script. Since emotional states can not change as quickly and whose are inspired under a certain situation can be more natural, we designed the script as passages with certain situations. 10 passages is designed for each category, each passage contains 100 syllables or so. Situation selection is referred to a study on situation-activity combinations in everyday life represented by the author of PAD [7] . Different contents with different syllables or prosodic constituents may wreck some analyses. So in every passage, we designed a sentence that is emotionally unbiased.
Here is an example:
Corpus implement and the data
After recording of the script and corpus processing, we finally got the corpus. In this section, we will introduce the corpus implement procedure, and the current data we obtained in the following two subsections.
Corpus implement
Speaker selection: The current 20 speakers, including 10 boys and 10 girls, are selected from more than 100 candidates via interviews, all of whom are chief subjects in a previous experiment. The age ranges from 18 to 25.
Recording: Besides the passage, the emotion, and situation are also given to the speaker. The speaker reads or recites the script, imaging himself in the situation. The emotion will can only be valid if all of the 3 listeners say OK and there is a long break before next emotion for reset. Besides speech, physiological data is also collected. It includes electrocardiogram, respiration, electro dermal data, and finger pulse.
Corpus Processing: The recorded data is segmented into passages, then annotated. Boundaries of prosodic constituents are marked. And the F0 values of speech data are also annotated. Besides the emotional categories, PAD values are also scored.
Data of the current corpus
After the corpus implement procedure introduced above, we got a data set of 2200 passages from 20 speakers and accordingly 2200 samples of sentence across emotions are got. The passage segmenting, prosodic boundary marking is finished. F0 value annotation for male speech is ready. And PAD scoring is in process . Fig 1 gives an example. 
Feature extraction and statistics
Rich and well controlled data provides good base for feature extraction and analysis. First we extract 16 features that are thought to be valuable in affective analysis. The reliability is also considered. Then statistics are taken on the sentences across emotions in male data.
Extracting the features
We totally extract 16 features, 7 from speech data and 9 from physiological data. The number of physiological features is a bit more because we are not sure about which are significant for affective computing. In fact, the 9 features are extracted from either the electrocardiogram or respiration data, for the other two seem quite impenetrable. Acoustic Feature: There have been many research results on affective speech. The prosodic features such as F0 and duration are mostly used. Inspired by music classification, Danning Jiang found several spectral features valuable [3] . We selected 7 features that are proved to be discriminative [3] . (1), (2): F0 and its first order difference (dF0). F0 can be read from our F0 annotation files with the extension of ".tag". Physiological features: Physiological data changes follow an affective stimulus, and several valuable parameters are agreed on [8] . Considering both significance and reliability, we choose the following 9 out of electrocardiogram and respiration.
(1), (2): The peak value of R wave in electrocardiogram (PRH) and its first order difference (dPRH). The former may reflect the intensity of heart beat.
(3), (4): Interval of R wave peak (IRH) and its first order difference (dIRH). The former reflects heart rate and is represented in the unit of ms. (5), (6): The min (minR) and max (maxR) value in respiration data which may reflect the range of respiration. (7), (8): The mean (meaR) and median (medR) value in respiration data which may reflect the volume of respiration.
(9): The first order difference of value in respiration data (dR).
Statistical results
First, means are calculated within each utterance, except for the physiological features 5 to 8. Then means are calculated within each emotion. As Table 2 shows, the features vary significantly with emotional categories. Being consistent with the results of previous research [3, 8] , F0 rises when peoples are surprised, exuberant, disgusted, fearful, anxious, or angry and so does the speech rate and heart rate; the first order difference of F0 is highest when fearful; energy of anxiety and anger is highest and so on. Surprise and Exuberance are emotions that can not be well distinguished from each other, but their dIRH and respirational features are quite different.
As Danning Jian has reported in her dissertation [3] , different features listed in the table seem to be correlated with different aspects of emotional states. In order to see more clearly, we calculated the correlation coefficient between each feature and the sign in each PAD dimension of the emotion it belonged to. The result is as below: As it shows in table 3, most of the features have high correlation coefficients with the dimension A, within which BP is the highest. For the dimension P, only SC, PRH, and maxR and medR have correlation coefficients above 0.5. It may implicate that respirational features are more relative with the intensity of pleasure in emotion. And the dimension D is almost unrelated with any of the features. Perhaps we need to consider new features in order to model the dominance in speech.
In addition, we have to explain why the F0 of neutral emotion in that table is fairly low. It is because that the "neutral" here is a bit different with its common meaning: the speakers were asked to speak like a robot in order to study the intonations and duration structures of emotions.
Co-cluster analysis
As we have found in the prior section, different features seem to be correlated with different aspects of emotional states which can be expressed as PAD dimensions, but not quite clear. The features' correlations may help. Then, in this section, coclustering is utilized to group both the speech data and the features, and the result is presented.
Co-clustering is a fairly new method. Not like the traditional clustering algorithms, it can group the features and samples simultaneously [9] . Thus, not only the sample clustering is optimized, but the features' correlations are also mined out.
We co-cluster the utterances with the 16 features illustrated in section 4. Both the result of data and feature are satisfying, especially the later.
Speech clustering result: The number of clusters is appointed as 11. Co-clustering using the acoustic features gets a precision of 83.9%, 7.6% higher than a traditional model (PNN). Optimization of feature set in co-clustering shows its superiority. Coclustering with all the 16 features raises the precision to 87.2%. The physiological features really help, but more features are still needed as we stated in section 4.
Feature grouping result: We tried to change the min group number from 2 to 3, and the max from 2 to 8, while the grouping result of features keeps unchanged. It is: As it shows in table 4, the grouping result is similar with the statistical result in section 4, but not the same. All the features in group 1 have high correlation coefficients with the dimension A, except for minR. While BP is in group 2, which contains most heart activity features, and seems fairly inexplicable. The third group contains most respirational features, which are found to be more relative with the intensity of pleasure. In short, the grouping result shows correlation with PAD dimensions, but not quite assured. Maybe the groups correspond to their combination but not individuals.
Conclusion and discussion
As we have introduced above, 11 typical emotion categories are chosen according to their distribution in PAD space, and the script is in passages. The corpus contains both speech and physiological data. Yet, as the research work progresses, more passages and more emotions need to be designed and recorded.
Both the statistics and co-clustering results show that different features are correlated with different aspects of emotion. They could be PAD dimensions or their combanition. Affective speech modeling in this 3D space is promising, but still has a long way to go.
